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Bill Name
AK H 1

AK H 218

AK S 218

AL SJR 90

AR H 1127

AZ H 2703

AZ H 2706

AZ H 2708

AZ H 2050

AZ H 2667

AZ S 1397

AZ H 2462

AZ H 2639

AZ S 1342
AZ S 1001a

Summary
Action
03/25/2014 - This law changes the duration of an Alaska driver's license to match the
Enacted
expiration date of an authorized person's stay in the United States. The
Department of Motor Vehicles may issue a driver's license with duration of
less than five years if the person is authorized to stay in the United States
for less than five years. If the period of authorized stay is indefinite, the
department may issue a one year license that can be renewed for up to
five years without charging renewal fees.
06/23/2014 - This law prohibits the court from referring a case to a three-judge panel if
Enacted
the recommendation is based in any part on the fact that sentencing may
result in deportation under federal immigration law, prohibits court from
finding that manifest injustice would occur if a sentence within the
presumptive range was issued that resulted in deportation
06/17/2014 - A court may not refer a case to a three-judge panel under part of this
Enacted
section if the request for referral is based, in whole or in part, on the claim
that a sentence within the presumptive range may result in the
classification of the defendant as deportable under federal immigration
law.
04/09/2014 - This resolution commends the Alabama Center for Foreign Investment for
Enacted
its focus on creating good jobs for Alabama workers. The center was
initially created to participate in the EB-5 immigrant investor visa jobcreation program, but discharged its duties and obligations in accordance
with the EB-5 program and focuses on projects in growth industries and
rural areas of Alabama to create jobs.
03/11/2014 - This law sets aside the amount of $12,000 for the refugee resettlement
Enacted
program. It makes an appropriation for personal services and operating
expenses for the Department of Human Services - Division of County
Operations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2015.
04/11/2014 - This appropriations law sets aside funds for county attorney immigration
Line Item
enforcement for the purpose of enforcing title 23, chapter 2, article 2 or
Vetoed
Arizona Revised Statutes. It also budgets for a gang and immigration
intelligence team enforcement mission border security and law
enforcement subaccount. It mandates the enforcement of Arizona's 'Legal
Arizona Workers Act' and SB 1070, 'Support Our Law Enforcement and
Safe Neighborhoods Act.'
04/11/2014 - This law requires the Department of Public Safety to submit the gang and
Enacted
immigrant intelligence team enforcement mission border security and law
enforcement subaccount's entire expenditure plan to the joint legislative
budget committee for review, before spending any monies appropriated in
the general appropriations act for fiscal year 2014-2015.
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04/11/2014 - This law states that loans, guarantees, investment management
Enacted
agreements and contracts that are entered into by the board of trustees
must not involve investments in Sudan or Iran or otherwise provide
support to terrorists or in any way facilitate illegal immigration into the
United States.
04/16/2014 - This law makes persons who are nonresident aliens temporarily residing
Enacted
in the United States, who hold an F-1, J-1, M-1, or Q-1 visa when services
are performed are ineligible for membership in the Arizona State
Retirement System.
04/23/2014 - This law prohibits any undocumented alien or a nonimmigrant alien from
Enacted
possessing a firearm, excluding nonimmigrant aliens who possess a
hunting license from any state or those who are attending a competitive or
sporting firearms event. This law also requires employers to verify
prospective employees qualify for employment under Federal "alienage"
standards.
04/30/2014 - This law eliminates border crossing identification cards and voter cards
Enacted
issued by the government of Mexico as acceptable forms of age
verification when purchasing liquor.
04/23/2014 - This law changes language to allow for construction of both physical and
Enacted
virtual border fences, stipulates the location of a fence to be within one
mile of the border, and allows for the use of technology to the maximum
extent practicable.
04/22/2014 - This law classifies knowingly accepting the identity of another person and
Enacted
using it to verify their work eligibility as Aggravated taking identity of
another person or entity, a class 3 felony.
04/24/2014 - This law prohibits various forms of female genital mutilation, including the
Enacted
transportation of individuals to areas where FGM is likely to occur.
05/29/2014 - Law makes it is unlawful for a person who is in violation of a criminal
Enacted
offense to: 1. Transport or move or attempt to transport or move an alien
in this state, in furtherance of the illegal presence of the alien in the United
States, in a means of transportation if the person knows or recklessly
disregards the fact that the alien has come to, has entered or remains in
the United States in violation of law. 2. Conceal, harbor or shield or
attempt to conceal, harbor or shield an alien from detection in any place in
this state, including any building or any means of transportation, if the
person knows or recklessly disregards the fact that the alien has come to,
has entered or remains in the United States in violation of law. 3.
Encourage or induce an alien to come to or reside in this state if the
person knows or recklessly disregards the fact that such coming to,
entering or residing in this state is or will be in violation of law.
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AZ HCR 2002

AZ HR 2006

AZ SR 1008

CA S 104

CA A 1599

CA A 2000

CA S 897

CA S 1174

CA S 1210

CA S 1349

CA A 2751

CA S 477

CA S 855

CA S 1087

CA S 870

CA A 1847

01/14/2014 - This resolution mourns the death of former Representative Benjamin R.
Resolutions
Enacted
Miranda, who passed away on November 15, 2013, and commemorates
his life, including helping immigrant workers and low-income individuals
get fair and equal treatment under the law.
01/30/2014 - This resolution supports the strategic partnership between the United
Resolutions
Enacted
States and the Republic of Azerbaijan and the re-invigoration of United
States efforts aimed at a swift and just political settlement of the ArmeniaAzerbaijan Nagorno-Karabakh conflict.
01/30/2014 - This resolution supports the strategic partnership between the United
Resolutions
Enacted
States and the Republic of Azerbaijan, and supports the reinvigoration of
the United States' efforts aimed at a swift and just political settlement of
the Armenia-Azerbaijan Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. The resolution of the
Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict will bring relief to the hundreds of thousands
of Azerbaijani refugees who have been displaced because of this conflict.
03/01/2014 - This law provides provisions regarding drought relief to include rental
Enacted
space for those with economic hardship. It requires that the Department of
Housing and Community Development make the Office of Migrant
Services' centers available for rent when needed as a result of the
drought. It makes available $10 million for housing rental-related subsidies
to persons in hardship resulting from the state of emergency proclaimed
by the Governor based on drought conditions.
09/15/2014 - This law extends the requirement to assess early literacy for English
Enacted
language learners in kindergarten and first grade to July 1, 2017 from July
1, 2014.
09/27/2014 - This law provides that a student may qualify for exemption from California
Enacted
nonresident tuition by three years of attendance in elementary or
secondary school attendance, or both.
09/19/2014 - This education law requires that the classes and courses related to
Enacted
elementary and secondary basic skills and the classes and courses for
immigrants to distribute basic information on American government and
civics that includes, but is not limited to, instruction on (A) federal, state,
and local government, (B) the 3 branches of government, (C) the
importance of civic engagement, and (D) registering to vote.
09/28/2014 - This law deletes the sheltered English immersion and waiver provisions,
Enacted
provides school districts and county offices of education shall provide
English learners with a structured English immersion program, authorizes
parents and legal guardians to choose a program that best suits their
child, and requires parent and community input in establishing language
acquisition programs.
09/28/2014 - This law establishes the State DREAM Loan Program for students
Enacted
attending a participating campus of the University of California or
California State University.
08/22/2014 - This law requires public elementary and secondary schools offering
Enacted
competitive athletics to make data on participation in sports publicly
available. The Legislature finds that Title IX has not managed to extend
the social and health benefits of sports to all girls equally. A national
survey of pupils in grades 3 to 12, by the Women's Sports Foundation
found that 75 percent of Caucasian girls play sports, compared to less
than two-thirds of African American and Hispanic girls, and about one-half
of Asian girls. And, while boys from immigrant families are well
represented in youth sports, less than one-half of the girls from those
families are playing sports.
06/28/2014 - This law amends provisions that prohibit an employer or person from
Enacted
engaging in an unfair immigration-related practices against a person for
the purpose of retaliation, including threatening to file or the filing of a false
report or complaint with any state or federal agency. Requires a penalty to
be awarded to an employee who engages in protected conduct and is
retaliated against.
09/28/2014 - This law changes the definition of a foreign labor contractor and on/after
Enacted
July 1, 2016, would require a foreign labor contractor to register with the
Labor Commissioner.
06/20/2014 - This law requires that those seeking to obtain a background check in order
Enacted
to become a home-care aide present a valid California driver's license, a
valid identification card issued by the Department of Motor Vehicles, or a
valid Alien Registration Card.
09/28/2014 - This law prohibits a license to operate as a farm labor contractor from
Enacted
being granted to a person who has been found to have committed sexual
harassment of any employee or who employed any supervisory employee
who was known or has been found to have committed sexual harassment
of an employee, and to revoke an existing license. It requires attestment
regarding related training. Increases the license fee to fund the Farm
Labor Contractor Enforcement Unit, and requires the maintenance of farm
labor agreements with a grower.
06/20/2014 - This law funds community-based organizations or local health jurisdictions
Enacted
to operate demonstration projects and requires employees, particularly
those in outreach, to have experience with immigration work/issues.
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07/18/2014 - This law enables the Director of State Hospitals at his or her discretion to
Enacted
refuse to accept payment of charges for the care and treatment in a state
hospital of person with a mental health disorder or who has chronic
alcoholism and who is eligible for deportation by the federal immigration
authorities.
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CA A 2731

CA S 857

CA S 1341

CA A 852

CA A 1660

CA S 853

CA S 1159

CA S 1304

CA S 1310

CA A 2747

CA A 2253

CA S 396

CA S 873

CA SR 40
CA ACR 67

CA ACR 85

CA ACR 89
CA ACR 91

09/28/2014 - This law gives the County of Fresno until June 30, 2020, to meet a
Enacted
maintenance of effort requirement if it expends no less than $5.5 million of
funds to provide specialty medical services in conjunction with federally
funded clinics to indigent individuals and those ineligible for full scope
Medi-Cal (including undocumented immigrants).
06/20/2014 - One of the requirements to participate in the program, a child must meet
Enacted
citizenship and immigration status requirements that are applicable to
persons participating in the program established by Title XXI of the Social
Security Act.
09/29/2014 - This law requires the Statewide Automated Welfare System to be the
Enacted
system of record for Medi-Cal and to contain all Medi-Cal eligibility rules
and case management functionality. It also authorizes the Healthcare
Eligibility, Enrollment, and Retention System (CalHEERS) to house the
business rules necessary for an eligibility determination pursuant to the
federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. The Office of Systems
Integration shall implement a statewide automated welfare system for the
following public assistance programs for he CalWORKs program,
CalFresh, the Medi-Cal program, the foster care program, the refugee
program and county medical services programs.
09/19/2014 - This law prohibits a person from receiving financial compensation for the
Enacted
sole purpose of assisting an individual with a driver's license application
and imposes a civil penalty.
09/19/2014 - This law adds antidiscrimination and privacy protections for unauthorized
Enacted
immigrants who qualify to receive California driver's licenses. It makes it a
violation of the California Fair Housing and Employment Act for an
employer or other covered entity to discriminate against an individual on
the basis of national origin, which includes discrimination on the basis of
possessing a driver's license granted without proof of lawful presence in
the United States. It prohibits the DMV from disclosing to the public the
information it obtains regarding the ineligibility of an applicant for a social
security number, except as specified.

Health

06/20/2014 - This transportation law deletes the requirement for an affidavit for an
Enacted
applicant who is unable to submit proof of authorized presence in the
United States, instead authorizes the issuance of a driver's license to such
an applicant who indicates in his or her license application, that the
applicant has never been issued a social security account number and is
not presently eligible for a social security account number.
09/28/2014 - This law allows licensing bodies to accept an applicant's individual tax
Enacted
identification number instead of a social security number. The bill would
prohibit, except as specified, any entity within the department from
denying licensure to an applicant based on his or her citizenship status or
immigration status.
06/28/2014 - This law allows those ineligible for a social security number due to
Enacted
citizenship status to sign an affidavit to obtain a drivers license, while
preventing the disclosure to be used as a basis for a criminal
investigation, arrest, or detention.
07/21/2014 - This law requires that every offense punishable by imprisonment in a
Enacted
county jail up to or not exceeding one year be punishable by imprisonment
not to exceed 364 days.
09/30/2014 - This omnibus law includes a provision requiring utilities to notify singleEnacted
family tenants 10 days prior to termination of service with notices written in
English, Spanish, Chinese, Tagalog, Vietnamese and Korean.
09/19/2014 - This law requires the Department of Human Resources to issue orders
Enacted
appropriate to effectuate the purposes of the Dymally-Alatorre Bilingual
Services Act. State agencies are to make their web sites accessible for
submitting complaints of alleged violations provisions and to make
translated copies of those forms available.
09/15/2014 - This law repeals the provisions of Proposition 187, which made illegal
Enacted
aliens ineligible for specified public social services, public health care
services, and public school education at the elementary, secondary, and
post-secondary levels.
09/27/2014 - This law provides that the superior court has jurisdiction to make judicial
Enacted
determinations regarding the custody and care of juveniles within the
meaning of the federal Immigration and Nationality Act (special immigrant
juvenile status) and requires interpreters for the child in the court
proceeding. It also requires that the care and placement of the child be the
responsibility of the county welfare department or the county probation
department.
05/08/2014 - Urges President Obama to take executive action to suspend deportations
Enacted
of unauthorized individuals with no serious criminal history.
09/02/2014 - This resolution designates portions of state highways in honor of several
Enacted
Californians, including state senator Henry Mellow and Oscar Rios,
Watsonville City Council, and recognizes their service to the community
as well as their immigrant heritage.
03/17/2014 - This measure would declare February 19, 2014, as a Day of
Enacted
Remembrance in order to increase public awareness of the events
surrounding the internment of Americans of Japanese ancestry during
World War II.
07/07/2014 - This law recognizes the month of June 2014 as Portuguese Heritage
Enacted
Month.
05/05/2014 - This resolution commemorates the Persian New Year.
Enacted
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CA ACR 99

CA ACR 100

CA ACR 112
CA ACR 133
CA ACR 136

05/30/2014 - This law designates the Round Mountain Bridge on Interstate 8 in the
Enacted
County of San Diego as the Border Patrol Agent Eric Norman Cabral
Memorial Bridge.
09/11/2014 - This resolution encourages Go-Biz to work in coordination with the
Enacted
Legislature to develop and implement comprehensive trade promotion and
foreign investment activities that encourage stronger economic ties with El
Salvador. The resolution notes El Salvador has an emerging global
economy with close cultural and demographic ties to California, and that
Salvadoran-Americans constitute the second largest Latino community in
California, totaling over one million throughout the state.
05/05/2014 - This law designates March 2014 as Irish American Heritage Month.
Enacted
06/10/2014 - This law designates May 2014 as Asian and Pacific Islander American
Enacted
Heritage Month.
05/30/2014 - The Legislature, in celebration of National Strawberry Month, recognizes
Enacted
the contributions of California strawberry farmers and the California
Strawberry Commission in supporting a quintessential California crop that
sustains families, communities, the environment, the California economy,
and the opportunity for immigrants to pursue the American Dream.

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions
Resolutions
Resolutions

CA ACR 147

09/09/2014 - This resolution recognizes and acknowledges the significant contributions Resolutions
Enacted
made by Californians of Sikh heritage to our state, and seeks to afford all
Californians the opportunity to better understand, recognize, and
appreciate the rich history and shared principles of Sikh Americans.

CA ACR 156

09/02/2014 - This resolution designates the overpass on South Woodman Street that
Enacted
crosses State Route 54, also known as the Filipino American Highway, in
the City of San Diego as the Itliong-Vera Cruz Memorial Bridge, in honor
of Larry Itliong, a Filipino American labor leader who founded the Filipino
Farm Labor Union (FFLU) in 1956.
09/11/2014 - This resolution recognizes the month of October 2014 as Filipino
Enacted
American History Month and the 427th anniversary of the first presence of
Filipinos in the continental United States.
06/10/2014 - This resolution commends the extraordinary service delivered by Near
Enacted
East Relief to the survivors of the Armenian and Assyrian Genocide.
09/11/2014 - This resolution urges President Obama to take executive action to
Enacted
suspend any further deportations of legalization-eligible individuals with no
serious criminal history.
05/29/2014 - In urging that the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior
Enacted
Colleges consider the progress City College of San Francisco has made
and, as necessary, provide the college with additional time to continue
solving problems and keep its accreditation intact, the assembly
recognizes the City College of San Francisco as the first stop for many
recent immigrants to take naturalization courses to integrate into the
broader society
06/30/2014 - In recognizing the anniversary of the Panama Canal, the legislature
Enacted
recognizes California's two-trillion-dollar economy is the eighth largest
economy in the world, and has benefited from increased international
trade provided for by the use of the Panama Canal, contributions from
immigrants from Panama, and new investments by foreign businesses
and entrepreneurs.
08/26/2014 - This resolution relating to child migrants declares that all Californians, as
Enacted
residents of the United States, have a civic responsibility to respect the
human dignity of immigrants seeking refuge in the United States and to
ensure that those immigrants are afforded due process and equal
protection under the laws of the United States, including safe passage to
medical care, as well as access to a mode of communication to facilitate
their repatriation back to Central America when doing so is consistent with
their rights and does not endanger their lives and safety.
04/15/2014 - This law designates March 2014 as Irish American Heritage Month.
Enacted
06/19/2014 - This resolution recommits to formalizing the sister state relationship
Enacted
between the State of Jalisco, Mexico and California.
07/09/2014 - Designates part of highway to Viet Dzung, recognized musician,
Enacted
songwriter, emcee, community leader, and an ardent voice for freedom,
human rights, and democracy, particularly in Vietnam.
08/11/2014 - This resolution commends the Salvadoran people for their high turnout in
Enacted
the election, as well as the state institutions for their professional handling
of the election process.
08/28/2014 - This resolution acknowledges the history of the Chinese in California,
Enacted
recognizes the contributions made to the State of California by Chinese
Americans and Chinese immigrants, and apologizes for past
discriminatory laws and constitutional provisions that resulted in the
persecution of Chinese living in California.
09/05/2014 - This resolution urges President Barack Obama's administration to
Enacted
expedite visa processing for Iraq's minority groups and to lift the refugee
quota cap for Iraqi Christians in order to streamline the process of
accepting them into the United States as refugees, urges the Congress of
the United States to pass House Resolution 663, and urges the United
States Department of State to work with, among others, the Kurdistan
Regional Government, the Iraqi central government, and neighboring
countries to help secure safe havens for those claiming amnesty from
Iraq.

CA ACR 169

CA AJR 41
CA AJR 49

CA HR 41

CA HR 44

CA HR 51

CA SCR 80
CA SCR 82
CA SCR 85

CA SCR 103

CA SCR 122

CA SJR 17
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CA SJR 23

CA SR 46

08/28/2014 - This resolution requests Congress to adopt resolutions of apology to the
Resolutions
Enacted
Chinese American community for the enactment of the Chinese exclusion
laws.
05/27/2014 - Recognizes Hong Yen Chang, reportedly the first Chinese immigrant to
Resolutions
Enacted
earn a law degree in the United States and the first to be licensed to
practice law in any state, was denied entry to the State Bar of California
because of discriminatory state and federal laws. Resolution calls for Mr.
Hong Yen Chang's admittance to the State Bar of California posthumously
to remedy the injustice he suffered and to send a powerful message about
the legal profession's commitment to justice, diversity, and inclusion.

CA SR 47

05/29/2014 - In urging the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges Resolutions
Enacted
to consider the progress the City College of San Francisco and, as
necessary, provide the college with additional time to continue solving
problems and keep its accreditation intact, the resolution recognizes the
City College of San Francisco as the first stop for many recent immigrants
to take naturalization courses to integrate into the broader society.

CA SR 51

06/23/2014 - Recognizes that after 20 years, the Legislature expressly acknowledges
Enacted
the harm caused to Californians through passage of Proposition 187 and
its corresponding campaign. Its passage serves as a lesson as the
Legislature moves forward to provide for the well-being of all Californians,
regardless of their immigration status, race, ethnicity, religion, gender,
sexual orientation, or socioeconomic position. It recognizes June 23,
2014, the date marking the 20th anniversary of the qualification of
Proposition 187 for the November 1994 ballot, as a day to celebrate
California's diversity and a united future.
02/27/2014 - This law provides a supplemental appropriation to the Department of
Enacted
Corrections. In-State private prison payment amounts are set to be taken
from reserves in the State Criminal Alien Assistance Program Cash Fund
creased in Section 17-1-107.5 (1), C.R.S.
02/27/2014 - This law allocates funds for the Department of Health Care Policy, with
Enacted
financing for Systematic Alien Verification for Eligibility (SAVE) for
Medicaid.
02/27/2014 - This law allocates funds for special purpose welfare programs like the low
Enacted
income energy assistance program, food distribution program, low-income
telephone assistance program, electronic benefits transfer service,
refugee assistance and systematic alien verification for eligibility (SAVE)
programs.
06/06/2014 - This law prohibits transfer of personal student information to any entity
Enacted
without state board approval, except when student is designated as a
"migrant".
05/29/2014 - This law re-enacts existing provisions concerning human trafficking,
Enacted
relates to trafficking for involuntary servitude, trafficking of minors, sexual
servitude, prosecution for trafficking, defenses to prosecution, creation of
a Human Trafficking Council, evidence in criminal prosecutions, false
reporting of sexual assaults, and restitution orders. Specifically, it defines
threatening to report immigrants unlawfully in the US to authorities as a
form of coercion.
05/31/2014 - Directs the department to accept documents other than a birth certificate
Enacted
to allow applicants to establish lawful presence
06/13/2014 - This law establishes an Office of Health Equity that works to eliminate
Enacted
disproportionately adverse health outcomes in population groups known to
have adverse health status or outcomes. Such population groups may
be based on race, ethnicity, age, gender, socioeconomic position,
immigrant status, sexual minority status, language, disability,
homelessness, mental illness or geographic area of residence.
05/28/2014 - This law implements a pilot program for the use of medical orders in lifeEnacted
sustaining circumstances, requires doctors to receive training to provide
awareness of factors that may affect the use of medical orders for lifesustaining treatment, including but not limited to: Race, ethnicity, age,
gender, socioeconomic position, immigrant status, sexual minority status,
language disability, homelessness, mental illness and geographic area of
residence.
06/12/2014 - This law allows the court to nullify an order of bail bond forfeiture if the
Enacted
principal has been removed by ICE and the prosecutor does not wish to
pursue extradition
06/06/2014 - This law allows relevant parties to petition the probate court to release
Enacted
details to to the USCIS for designation of the minor child as having special
immigrant juvenile status under 8 USC 1101(a)(27)(J) if the court appoints
a guardian, removes a parent, etc.
03/12/2014 - This law clarifies the requirements for receipt of a Limited Purpose Permit
Enacted
driver's license, permit or identification card. The Act allows for DC
residents who have not been assigned a social security number, are
ineligible to obtain a SSN, have a SSN but cannot establish legal
presence in the United States at the time of application to be eligible to
receive a limited purpose driver's license, permit or ID card.
06/17/2014 - This act allows residents that are non-citizens and cannot prove legal
Enacted
residency in the U.S. to obtain limited purpose driver's license, permit, or
identification card.
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DC R 672

DC R 822

DE S 197

DE SCR 36

DE SCR 38

DE SR 13

FL H 851

03/04/2014 - The Driver's Safety Amendment Act of 2013 provided for the issuance of a ID/Drivers License
Enacted
limited purpose driver license, learner or provisional permit or identification
card to individuals who had not been assigned a social security number or
could not establish legal presence in the United States. The unintended
result is that an individual who had been assigned a social security
number but can no longer establish legal presence in the United States
would be precluded from obtaining a limited purpose permit. This
amendment would allow for such an individual to be eligible to obtain a
limited purpose permit.
06/03/2014 - This law declares emergency status, amending previous legislation
ID/Drivers License
Enacted
regarding individuals who were previously assigned a social security
number but who can no longer establish legal presence in the United
States, so that they may be eligible to obtain a limited purpose driver's
license, permit, or identification card.
06/30/2014 - This law enables victims of human trafficking or minors engaged in
Human Trafficking
Enacted
commercial sexual activity to receive state services regardless of
immigration status, requires police department or other appropriate
agency to fill out and provide said individual with ICE Form I-914B or Form
I-918B upon request, and defines identification documents to include
immigration documents or documents issued by a foreign government.
01/28/2014 - This resolution establishes the Undocumented Motorist Safety &
Enacted
Insurance Task Force and charges the Task Force with analyzing and
making recommendations relating to the possibility of enhancing safety,
economic dynamism, and wellness in Delaware via the issuance of
Driving Privilege Cards to undocumented Delawareans who complete a
motorist safety course, and enables and encourages undocumented
Delawareans to obtain automobile insurance coverage.
04/02/2014 - Commemorating the outstanding achievements and contributions made
Enacted
by scottish-americans to the united states by proclaiming april 6, 2014 as
national Tartan Day.
01/16/2014 - This resolution establishes the Undocumented Motorist Safety &
Enacted
Insurance Task Force and charges the Task Force with analyzing and
making recommendations relating to the possibility of enhancing safety,
economic dynamism, and wellness in Delaware via the issuance of
Driving Privilege Cards to undocumented Delawareans who complete a
motorist safety course, and enables and encourages undocumented
Delawareans to obtain automobile insurance coverage.
06/09/2014 - This postsecondary education law includes amendments relating to
Enacted
qualifications for resident (in-state) tuition. Out-of-state fees are waived for
students, including but not limited to those undocumented for federal
immigration purposes who have attended a secondary school for three
years before graduating from a Florida high school, applied for higher
education enrollment within two years of graduation, and submitted an
official Florida high school transcript as evidence of attendance and
graduation. A dependent child may not be denied classification as a
resident for tuition purposes based solely upon the immigration status of
his or her parent. The law prohibits denial of classification as a resident for
tuition purposes based on immigration status and allows certain people to
be classified as state residents based on marriage or military service.
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Resolutions
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FL H 989

06/17/2014 - This bill substantially stiffens penalties for human trafficking, including
Human Trafficking
Enacted
transport, abuse, branding, sexual assault, and forced labor. This bill also
rovides victim's services to those forced to engage in commercial sexual
activity as a result of human trafficking, punishes sexual exploitation of
minors engaged in human trafficking with life in prison, allows victims of
human trafficking to petition for expunction of criminal record of certain
crimes committed while trafficked, regulates adult theatres, including
prohibitions on employing minors and allowing random inspections.

FL H 755

05/12/2014 - This law states that upon certification by the Florida Board of Bar
Law Enforcement
Enacted
Examiners an applicant who is an unauthorized immigrant who was
brought to the United States as a minor, has been present in the United
States for more than 10 years, has received documented employment
authorization from the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS), has been issued a social security number, if a male, has
registered with the Selective Service System if required to do so under the
Military Selective Service Act, 50 U.S.C. App. 453, and has fulfilled all
requirements for admission to practice law in this state, the Supreme
Court of Florida may admit that applicant as an attorney authorized to
practice law.
04/01/2014 - This law relates to sex offenses. It requires that sexual predators and
Law Enforcement
Enacted
offenders provide their passport, if he or she has a passport, and if he or
she is an alien, shall produce or provide information about documents
establishing his or her immigration status, among other identifying
information, when registering with the Department of Highway Safety and
Motor Vehicles and the Department of Law Enforcement.
06/20/2014 - Prohibits National League or the American League of Major League
Miscellaneous
Enacted
Baseball or Minor League Baseball from being able to receive state
funding until they certify to the attorney general that any Cuban refugee
(17+ years old, present in the US for less than 1 year, and not present
before the most recent MLB Rule 4 Amateur Draft) may contract as a free
agent, agree to report the identity and description of activity of anyone
suspected of human trafficking , smuggling, or movement for the purpose
of evading MLB rules

FL S 528

FL H 7095
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FL S 938

FL H 9061

FL H 9075
FL H 9087
GA H 744

GA H 714

GA HR 1151
GA HR 1604

GA HR 1646
GA HR 1826

GA HR 2041

GA SR 798
GA SR 941

HI HR 200

IA S 2347

ID S 1372

IL H 3793

IL H 6096

IL S 220

IL H 4535

IL S 3551

IL S 3440

05/12/2014 - This law renames the Department of Children and Family Services""the
Enacted
department responsible for administering immigrant assistance
programmes""to the Department of Children and Families.
04/09/2014 - April 9, 2014, is recognized as "Caribbean Heritage Day" in the State of
Enacted
Florida and all communities and individuals throughout the state and
nation are encouraged to honor their culture and historical bonds and
reminded that America's greatness lies in its diversity.
04/09/2014 - April 6-12, 2014, is designated as "Haitian American Nurses Awareness
Enacted
Week" in the State of Florida.
04/11/2014 - Recognizes that the Cuban Revolution occasioned a massive exodus of
Enacted
Cuban nationals, most of whom immigrated to the United States.
04/28/2014 - The purpose of this appropriation is to reimburse members of the
Enacted
Immigration Enforcement Review Board for expenses incurred in
connection with the investigation and review of complaints alleging failure
of public agencies or employees to properly adhere to federal and state
laws related to the federal work authorization program E-Verify.

Public Benefits

04/24/2014 - This law amends the educational benefits eligibility requirements to
Enacted
establish that benefits shall not be paid to an individual based on services
performed by an alien unless such alien was lawfully admitted for
permanent residence at the time such services were performed and was
lawfully present for purposes of performing such services.
01/24/2014 - Commends Fred Korematsu and recognizing January 30, 2014, as Fred
Enacted
Korematsu Day at the state capitol in Georgia
03/04/2014 - Recognizes the organizers of the 2014 St. Patrick's Day Parade in
Enacted
Savannah, Georgia, which will mark the 190th occasion on which this
festive event has been held in the state with proud Irish roots.
03/03/2014 - This resolution recognizes March 23, 2014, as Pakistani American Day at
Enacted
the state capitol.
03/12/2014 - Recognizes Sammy Besong Arrey-Mbi who has been named the recipient
Enacted
of the 2013 Thomas Murphy Democratic Lifetime Achievement Award. In
1997, Mr. Arrey-Mbi immigrated to Atlanta, Georgia, from his native
country of Cameroon, West Africa.
03/20/2014 - Honors Roberto Moraes born in Sao Paulo, Brazil who worked 12 years
Enacted
at the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development in
Atlanta, retiring in 1990 after more than a decade of loyal service.
01/27/2014 - This resolution recognizes He Beom Kim as Consul General of the
Enacted
Republic of Korea.
04/24/2014 - This resolution urges Congress to grow the United States economy by
Enacted
increasing the number of visas designed to permit Korean citizens
possessing skills in a specialty occupation to work in the United States.
03/13/2014 - This resolution recognizes and commends the Moiliili Japanese Cemetery
Enacted
Beautification Project for conducting historical research of and improving
the Moiliili Japanese Cemetery, and preserving Japanese immigrant
history.
05/30/2014 - This law appropriates $210,000 to a pilot project that shall provide
Enacted
supplemental support services for international refugees to improve
learning, literacy, cultural competencies, and assimilation.
03/26/2014 - This law, known as the Student Data Accessibility, Transparency and
Enacted
Accountability Act of 2014, provides for confidentiality of student
information. It states that any data deemed confidential shall not be
released to any federal, state or local agency or other organization or
entity outside of the state of Idaho. Exceptions include students classified
as 'migrants' for reporting purposes as required by the federal
government.
06/30/2014 - This appropriations bill redirects up to $250,000 from the Build Illinois
Line Item
Bond Fund to the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity
Vetoed
for a grant to Family Focus for costs associated with the renovation of
facilities for immigration services.
06/30/2014 - This law appropriates $6,673,600 towards grants and administrative
Enacted
Expenses associated with Immigrant Integration Services and for other
Immigrant Services pursuant to 305 ILCS 5/12-4.34.
06/30/2014 - Financial aid granted to persons ineligible for Supplemental Security
Enacted
Income (SSI) due to expiration of the period of eligibility for refugees and
asylees pursuant to 8 U.S.C. 1612(a)(2) shall equal 90% of the current
maximum SSI payment amount per month, instead of the previous
maximum of $500 per month.
08/18/2014 - This law allows an exception for applicants for an architecture license who
Enacted
have graduated from an architectural program outside the United States,
and whose first language is not English, to not be required to submit
certification of passage of the TOEFL or a test of spoken English, if the
applicant earned an advanced degree from an accredited educational
institution in the United States or its territories.
08/25/2014 - This law amends provisions related to operating a migrant labor camp,
Enacted
such as requiring inspections as soon as licenses are issued, amending
administrative penalties, and creating a separate category of violations for
practices that endanger migrant employees.
08/18/2014 - This law establishes that J-1 Visa Waiver Program application fees may
Enacted
be collected from international medical students and deposited into the
Illinois Rural/Downstate Health Access Fund to administer the J-1
program.

Employment
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IL S 3558

IL H 4235

IL HR 700

IL HR 843

IL HR 946

IL HR 951

IL HR 954

IL HR 1028

IL HR 1035

IL HR 1176

IL HR 1206

IL HR 1247

IL HR 1295

IL SR 969

IL SR 1079

08/22/2014 - This law directs a portion of certain administrative infraction fees to the
Human Trafficking
Enacted
Specialized Services for Survivors of Human Trafficking Fund, expands
on offences such as trafficking in persons, involuntary servitude,
promoting prostitution, and patronizing a prostitute. This law also allows
undocumented immigrants that are victims of human trafficking who
cooperate with authorities in helping investigate the perpetrators to be
eligible for referral to the appropriate authorities so that they may be
granted a visa.
08/15/2014 - This law permits out-of-state attorneys who are licensed in another state Law Enforcement
Enacted
or foreign country to appear before hearing officers, administrative law
judges, and other adjudicator bodies of departments, enables foreign
attorneys to represent taxpayers in proceedings before a tax tribunal.
02/27/2014 - Expresses solidarity with the North Korean refugees in their quest for relief Resolutions
Enacted
from hunger and persecution, articulates support for development of a
Human Rights and Democracy program and calls upon the United States
government to take a leadership role in forming an international framework
for resettlement of North Korean refugees both here and abroad.
04/07/2014 - Encourages the Illinois Congressional Delegation, as well as all members
Enacted
of the United States Congress, to support H.R.3207 and S.1559 to afford
Filipino veterans equal treatment and full veterans' benefits in honor for
their service and sacrifice.
03/25/2014 - Recognizes Ann Hilton Fisher's tenure at the AIDS Legal Council of
Enacted
Chicago, where thanks to her the organization's staff has doubled, the
budget has greatly increased, and the number of cases has increased to
approximately 1,500 per year. Under her leadership, new projects were
created at the AIDS Legal Council of Chicago assisting HIV+ immigrants,
HIV-impacted families, HIV+ youth, and clients who want to return to work
from disability.
03/26/2014 - Recognizes the city of Teutopolis, settled beginning in 1839 by members
Enacted
of the Deutsche Land-Compagnie, an association of 142 German
immigrant families living in Cincinnati, Ohio. In 2014, it is the oldest town
in Effingham County
03/26/2014 - Recognizes the Turkish American Society for being involved in generous
Enacted
philanthropic ventures and projects that benefit the people of the State of
Illinois, such as: addressing the social and cultural needs of the TurkishAmerican community living in the Chicago area, creating a welcoming
environment for new immigrants and helping them adapt to life in the
United States, providing communities with educational services,
introducing Turkish culture to the Chicago area, uniting the TurkishAmerican community, and establishing dialogue between diverse
communities with the goal of leading to global peace.
04/29/2014 - Congratulates Kathy Bovid on her remarkable 29 year career in
Enacted
healthcare, including most recently as Associate Director of State
Government Affairs at Bristol-Myers Squib. She was born and raised in
Michigan, while her father was born in Illinois, her Lithuanian and Swedish
immigrant grandparents all lived and worked in Chicago in their early adult
years.
04/30/2014 - Recognizes the Polish American Police Association as a proactive
Enacted
organization interested in fostering the fraternal, ethnic, cultural,
educational, civic, charitable, political, and professional interests of its
members and the Polish-Slavic communities, the association provides
financial and manpower support for various social service and
professional organizations that provide services to the immigrant and
Polish-American community.
05/29/2014 - Recognizes Douglas Whitley who has held leadership positions with
Enacted
numerous business and civic organizations, he co-founded and co-chairs
the Transportation for Illinois Coalition and currently serves on the Board
of Directors for the Illinois Technology Partnership and on the Steering
Committee for the Illinois Business Immigration Coalition.
11/19/2014 - This resolution congratulate Kazimiera Bober on the occasion of her 40th
Enacted
anniversary of her immigration to the United States and the 36th
anniversary of starting her business.
11/19/2014 - This resolution recognize Abdheja "Abby" Mohansundr on her
Enacted
Bharathanatyam dancing skills and her instruction and promotion of the
dance to future generations. She is an immigrant from India and
naturalized U.S. citizen.
11/19/2014 - This resolution congratulates Sister Kathleen Ryan on winning the Aurora
Enacted
Deanery Council of Catholic Women Award and recognizes her as the
founder of the Dominican Literacy Center in Aurora that gives immigrant
women free tutoring in reading, writing, and speaking English, and for
helping prepare immigrant women and men to take the United States
citizenship exam.
04/03/2014 - Expresses solidarity with the North Korean refugees in their quest for relief
Enacted
from hunger and persecution, articulates support for development of a
Human Rights and Democracy program and calls upon the United States
government to take a leadership role in forming an international framework
for resettlement of North Korean refugees both Here and abroad.

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

04/10/2014 - Recognizes the death of Thomas F. Frawley who was born in Clare
Resolutions
Enacted
County, Ireland and immigrated to the United States over 66 years ago at
the age of 24 searching for a better life in the Chicagoland area.
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IL SR 1173

05/30/2014 - Recognizes and supports Lao veterans of the Vietnam War, supports and Resolutions
Enacted
applauds Governor Quinn's proclamation naming July 19, 2014 as Lao
Veterans Memorial Day, urges elected officials and the Department of
Veterans' Affairs to work together to achieve burial rights for Lao American
veterans in , urges educators to discuss the Secret War when talking
about Vietnam War history, and commits to exploring ways to develop an
Asian American social science history curriculum for public schools.

IL SR 1380

11/20/2014 Enacted
11/20/2014 Enacted
11/20/2014 Enacted
11/20/2014 Enacted
04/10/2014 Enacted

IL SR 1529
IL SR 1538
IL SR 1549
IL HCA 52

IN S 343

KS H 2231

KY H 79

KY H 337
KY H 128

KY SR 350

LA H 1

LA H 984

LA S 468

LA H 1066

LA H 1071
LA H 1252

LA S 582

LA H 1025

LA HR 176

This memorial resolution honors the life and work of Richard A. Schwebel,
including his sponsoring of immigrants for citizenship.
This memorial resolution honors the life of Torleiv M. Moi, an immigrant
from Norway.
This memorial resolution recognizes the life and work of Harry Jasper, an
immigrant from the Netherlands.
This memorial resolution honors the life and work of George Knudsen, son
of Danish immigrants.
No person shall be denied the right to register to vote or to cast a ballot in
an election based on race, color, ethnicity, status as a member of a
language minority, national origin, religion, sex, sexual orientation, or
income.
03/26/2014 - This law requires the law enforcement training board to adopt rules for
Enacted
minimum standards for a course of study on cultural sensitivity training,
including the U non-immigrant visa, and an understanding of cultural
issues related to race, religion, gender, age, domestic violence, national
origin, and physical and mental disabilities.
05/16/2014 - This appropriations law includes funding for refugee programs.
Line Item
Vetoed
04/10/2014 - This law allows school districts to provide approved high school programs
Enacted
to students who are refugees or legal aliens, until the student graduates or
until the end of the school year in which the student reaches the age of
twenty one.
04/10/2014 - An applicant for a master heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
Enacted
contractor's license shall be a citizen or legal resident of the U.S.
04/11/2014 - This law requires applicants for gun permits o be citizens or lawfully
Enacted
admitted to the United States. Noncitizens must provide an affidavit
concerning his or her immigration status and specified US government
issued identification.
04/14/2014 - Honors Suzy Post who was born in 1933 in Louisville, Kentucky, the
Enacted
daughter of first-generation German Jewish immigrants and dedicated her
life early on to the fight against inequality in this country. After World War II
she became a tireless supporter of Civil Rights, joining the NAACP and
participating in demonstrations through the 1960s and 1970s. In 1968,
Suzy Post was elected President of what is now the ACLU of Kentucky
and created the Commonwealth's first statewide Women's Conference.
Working at the Presbyterian Seminary's Prophetic Ministry Department,
she advised students about welfare and tenant rights.

Resolutions
Resolutions
Resolutions
Resolutions
Voting

Law Enforcement

Budgets

Education

Employment
ID/Drivers License

Resolutions

06/19/2014 - This law appropriates moneys for grants to impoverished refugees.
Budgets
Line Item
Vetoed
05/30/2014 - This law excludes from the definition of employer those who employ
Employment
Enacted
individuals that are performing agricultural labor, who are aliens admitted
to the US pursuant to Section 214(c) and Section 101(a)(15)(H) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act.
06/19/2014 - This law amends the provision that requires verification of legal citizenship Employment
Enacted
or work authorization status for employees involved in contracts for public
works so that the requirement only applies to new employees.
05/22/2014 - Requires non-citizen applicants to provide any alien/admission number
Enacted
issued by ICE and any basis, if applicable, for an exception to the
prohibitions of 18 U.S.C. 922(g)(5)(B), which states that non-citizens
cannot ship, possess, or receive firearms/ammunition in interstate/foreign
commerce
06/04/2014 - Reduces residency requirement to six months to apply for a
Enacted
noncommercial hunting or fishing permit.
06/19/2014 - This law expands the validity period of licenses issued to those with
Enacted
limitations due to lawful presence, including nonresident aliens and alien
students, from four years to six years.
06/19/2014 - This law increases the maximum validity period of drivers licenses issued
Enacted
to properly documented alien students or nonresident aliens to six years
instead of four. Passports and immigration documents for those employed
in the agricultural industry must permit the applicant to maintain a legal
presence in the United States for at least sixty calendar days, for those
seeking to renew a driver's license documents must permit the applicant
to maintain a legal presence in the United States for at least thirty calendar
days.
06/09/2014 - This law expands the scope of behavior considered debt bondage to
Enacted
include the actual or threatened destruction, concealment, confiscation,
removal, or possession of another person's immigration document,
passport, or identification.
05/28/2014 - Recognizes June 2014 as Immigrant Heritage Month in Louisiana.
Enacted
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LA SCR 60

LA SCR 76

LA SR 60

LA SR 124

MA H 4001

04/09/2014 - In requesting the LHSAA to grant a hardship or waive its age eligibility
Enacted
requirements to allow Clement Mubungirwa to participate in LHSAA sports
in his senior year, the resolution recognizes Mr. Mubungirwa and his
family, which consist of his widowed single mother, Masika Kaniki, and her
seven children who arrived in the United States in 2007 as a refugee
family from Uganda sponsored by Catholic Charities, with little more than
the clothes on their backs.
04/14/2014 - This resolution commends the city of Sulphur upon the celebration of its
Enacted
first one hundred years, recognizes its history, and its current population
including all manner of ethnic origins and many descendants of early
immigrants who can trace their roots back to the heartland of the United
States, Canada, and Germany.
04/15/2014 - This resolution commends the city of Sulphur upon the celebration of its
Enacted
first one hundred years, recognizes its history, and its current population
including all manner of ethnic origins and many descendants of early
immigrants who can trace their roots back to the heartland of the United
States, Canada, and Germany.
05/08/2014 - This resolution commends Cyndi Nguyen, founder of Vietnamese
Enacted
Initiatives in Economic Training, for her efforts to promote educational
development for children in New Orleans.
07/11/2014 - This law appropriates $341,096 to a "Citizenship for new Americans"
Line Item
program to assist legal permanent residents of the commonwealth (and
Vetoed
persons who are within 3 years of eligibility to become citizens) in
becoming citizens of the United States. The program is to include Englishas-a-second language/civics classes, citizenship application assistance,
interview preparation, and interpretation and referral services.

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Budgets

MA H 4377

08/13/2014 - This law provides $3 million to the Massachusetts Technology
Employment
Line Item
Collaborative for a 3-year pilot program to offer candidates on
Vetoed
nonimmigrant visas the opportunity to remain in the commonwealth to
pursue practical training in entrepreneurship. The program offers parttime employment for qualified resident entrepreneur following a period of
study for a masters or doctorate degree in the sciences, technological
fields, engineering, mathematics, accounting, finance, economics,
business or business administration in order to obtain practical experience
in the field of study. To allow a resident entrepreneur to remain in the
commonwealth, the employer is required to apply to USCIS for an H-1B
visa. The program is required to provide annual reports to the legislature.

MA S 2195

06/26/2014 - This law establishes the Council on the Underground Economy whose
Enacted
mandate includes investigating circumstances where there is
misclassification of employees, wage theft or the unreported payment of
wages, including but not limited to circumstances involving immigrants.
07/23/2014 - This law relates to licensing in the Commonwealth, exempts certain
Enacted
aliens, as long as the applicant provides a form of identification sufficient
to identify the applicant.
08/13/2014 - This law bars temporary hunting licenses for nonimmigrants, unless they
Enacted
were admitted for a lawful hunting or sporting purpose, and bars licenses
for those illegally or unlawfully present.
07/07/2014 - The department shall require unverified applicants for cash assistance for
Enacted
a dependent under transitional aid to families with dependent children to
provide proof of income and assets. For the purposes of this section, an
unverified applicant shall mean an applicant who has not provided the
required information about citizenship or immigration status.

Employment

04/05/2014 Enacted
04/08/2014 Enacted

Budgets

MA H 3946

MA H 4376

MA S 2211

MD S 170
MD H 315

MI H 5313

MI H 4958

06/30/2014 Line Item
Vetoed
06/24/2014 Enacted

MI H 5234

10/15/2014 Enacted

MI H 5085

06/21/2014 Enacted

MI HR 295

01/29/2014 Enacted
03/18/2014 Enacted

MI HR 315

This budget law appropriates funds to the Maryland Office for Refugees
and Asylees.
This law alters the jurisdiction of an equity court to include custody or
guardianship of an immigrant child, unmarried and less than 21 years of
age, pursuant to a motion for special immigrant juvenile factual findings
requesting a determination that the child was abused, neglected, or
abandoned before the age of eighteen years for the purposes of the
Federal Immigration and Nationality Act.
This law prohibits funds from being used to provide public assistance to a
person who is an illegal alien, including services such as emergency relief
assistance.
This law limits the term "employment" from including agricultural services
performed by aliens or work performed by those in the United States
under H-2B or J-1 visas.
This law modifies human trafficking provisions, provides that a person
shall not knowingly recruit, entice, harbor, transport, provide, or obtain an
individual, including minors, for forced labor, commercial sexual activity or
sexually explicit performances, includes debt bondage, kidnapping and
fraud, relates to penalties for serious bodily injury, prohibits knowingly
benefiting financially from such activity, relates to consecutive terms of
imprisonment and mandatory restitution.
This law restricts the purchase, possession, and use of firearms to
licensed legal residents of Michigan or those with valid out-of-state
permits.
This resolution declares February 2-8, 2014, as Chicano History Week in
the state of Michigan.
This resolution urges the President to support Michigan's application for
an EB-5 center.
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MI HR 316

MI HR 335

MI HR 344

MI HR 355
MI HR 397
MI HR 419

MI SR 141
MI SR 145

MN H 3172

MN S 2004

MN H 2397

MN H 2694

MN H 2949

MN S 1340

MN H 2402

MN H 2950

MO H 2002

03/18/2014 - This resolution asks the President and Congress of the United States to
Enacted
support Michigan's request for 50,000 EB-2 visas to assist in the
economic recovery of the city of Detroit.
03/27/2014 - This resolution declares March 24-31, 2014, as Workplace Safety Week in
Enacted
the state of Michigan in recognition of the 103rd anniversary of the
Triangle Shirtwaist Company Fire in New York City, which employed over
500 immigrant workers. A majority of the workers who perished in the fire
were female immigrants.
04/30/2014 - The resolution declares April 27-May 3, 2014 Black April Memorial Week
Enacted
in the state of Michigan recognizing the sacrifices of the VietnameseAmerican communities throughout Michigan after immigrating to the
United States after the Vietnam War.
05/15/2014 - This resolution declares May 15, 2014, as Chaldean American Day in the
Enacted
state of Michigan.
06/12/2014 - This resolution declares June 2014 as Immigration Heritage Month in the
Enacted
state of Michigan.
09/24/2014 - This resolution from the House of Representatives declares October 2014
Enacted
as Hindu American Awareness and Appreciation Month in the state of
Michigan.
05/01/2014 - Declares May 2014 as Asian Pacific Heritage Month in the state of
Enacted
Michigan
05/14/2014 - Commemorates the Fifth Annual Michigan Chaldean American Legislative
Enacted
Day on May 15, 2014, with the entire state, to acknowledge the
contributions of this community as an important part of Michigan's diverse
history.
05/20/2014 - This law clarifies the eligibility requirements for public assistance,
Enacted
including stipulations that immigration status must be verified. Moreover,
this law requires reporting of unauthorised applicants as is consistent with
Federal law. Unauthorized applicants must be notified that personal data
will be released to INS. A health equity grant of $501,000 is appropriated
to address health equity issues facing East African communities and
conduct a conference focused on mental health in immigrant and refugee
communities.
04/11/2014 - This law modifies appropriations relating to grant programs. It sets asides
Enacted
finding for nonprofit programs that provide immigration legal services
based on indigency to provide legal services for immigration assistance to
individuals with emergency medical conditions or complex and chronic
health conditions who are not currently eligible for assistance or public
care programs, but who may meet eligibility requirements with immigration
assistance.
05/16/2014 - This law requires that early childhood literacy programs enable parents of
Enacted
English learners to track the progress of their children's English language
development and, where practicable, their native language proficiency.
Minnesota will commend bilingual and multilingual students with seals
upon successful testing at level three of the Foreign Service Institute
language proficiency tests and provide varying resources to encourage
development of foreign-language skills. Finally, this law mandates that
school-related documents and forms be translated into various languages
in order to provide greater access and understanding for parents who do
not speak English.
05/05/2014 - This law mandates at least one hour of training during each license period
Enacted
in courses in state and federal fair housing laws, regulations, and rules,
other antidiscrimination laws, or courses designed to help licensees to
meet the housing needs of immigrant and other underserved populations

Resolutions

05/16/2014 - This law strips explicit unemployment protections from individuals in
Enacted
certain types of agricultural employment""typically and defined in law as
migrant workers""by excluding those who work for "crew leaders" from
eligibility.
05/09/2014 - The law establishes a Foreign Trained Physician Task Force to integrate
Enacted
refugee and asylee physicians into the Minnesota health care delivery
system. The task force will analyze demographics, identify costs and
barriers with integrating foreign-trained physicians into the state workforce,
identify possible funding, and submit recommendations to the
commissioner of health, who will report findings and recommendations to
legislative committees by January 15, 2015.
05/21/2014 - This law allows non-citizens, in circumstances where documentation isn't
Enacted
available, to submit a personal statement about their citizenship status,
especially if the noncitizen is reported to be or is identified as a victim of
severe forms of trafficking in persons or if the noncitizen reports that the
noncitizen's immigration documents are being held by an individual or
group of individuals against the noncitizen's will. The noncitizen must
follow up with the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) to pursue
certification.
05/16/2014 - This law makes eligible for general benefits migrants who provide
Enacted
verification that their family worked in-state within the last 12 months and
earned at least $1,000 in gross wages.
09/10/2014 - This appropriations law sets aside $300,000 of Federal funds to the
Enacted
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education for the Refugee
Children School Impact Grants Program.

Employment
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MO H 2010

MO H 2011

MO H 2003

MO S 491

MS S 2868

NE L 998

NE L 983

NE L 853

NE LR 399
NE LR 614

NH H 1168

NH S 270

NH S 413

NH H 466

NJ S 2015

NJ A 1423

09/10/2014 - This appropriations law sets aside $200,000 to provide naturalization
Enacted
assistance to refugees and/or legal immigrants who have resided in
Missouri more than five years, are unable to benefit or attend classroom
instruction, and who require special assistance to successfully attain the
requirements to become a citizen. The department shall award a contract
under this section to a qualified nonprofit which can demonstrate its ability
to work with this population. A report shall be compiled for the General
Assembly evaluating the program's effectiveness in helping senior
refugees and immigrants in establishing citizenship and their ability to
qualify individuals for Medicare.
09/10/2014 - This appropriations law funds the provisions of the Indochina Migration
Enacted
and Refugee Assistance Act of 1975 (as amended) with the transfer of
$3,806,226 in federal funds.
06/24/2014 - This law provides that no funds shall be expended at public institutions of
Line Item
higher education that offer a tuition rate to an unlawfully present covered
Vetoed
student that is less than the tuition rate charged to citizens or nationals of
the United States whose residence is not in Missouri.
05/13/2014 - If verification of the nationality or lawful immigration status of any person
Enacted
who is charged and confined to jail for any period of time cannot be made
from documents in the possession of the prisoner or after a reasonable
effort on the part of the arresting agency to determine the nationality or
immigration status of the person so confined, verification shall be made by
the arresting agency within forty-eight hours through a query to the Law
Enforcement Support Center (LESC) of the United States Department of
Homeland Security. The offense of transportation of an illegal alien is a
class D felony.
04/23/2014 - This law withholds funding for the Department of Corrections after
Enacted
September 1, 2014, until the Commissioner of Corrections applies to
participate in the Criminal Alien Program of ICE, which seeks to identify
incarcerated unauthorized immigrants so that they can be deported back
to their home countries before the termination of their sentences.
04/09/2014 - This law, relating to public health and safety and sexual exploitation,
Enacted
makes it illegal to abuse or threaten to abuse the legal process against
another person by causing arrest or deportation for violation of federal
immigration law, and knowingly destroying, concealing, removing,
confiscating, or possessing any passport, immigration document or other
government identification documents of the other person.
03/28/2014 - This law changes and eliminates commercial driver's licensing provisions.
Enacted
It allows the Department of Motor Vehicles to verify citizenship or lawful
status in the United States of the person renewing, replacing, upgrading,
transferring, or applying as a non-domiciled individual for a CLPcommercial learner's permit or commercial driver's license. It states that
the department shall issue temporary learner's permit or license only to
applicants who present documentation showing their authorized stay in
the United States is temporary.
04/02/2014 - This law relates to juvenile case management services. Assistance
Enacted
includes, but is not limited to, obtaining necessary state court findings and
then applying for special immigrant juvenile status or other immigration
relief that the young adult may be eligible for.
04/10/2014 - This resolution recommends the enactment of comprehensive immigration
Enacted
reform.
04/09/2014 - The Legislature posthumously honors and recognizes Alvin Saunders
Enacted
Johnson for his induction into the Nebraska Hall of Fame. Among his
accomplishments Johnson co-founded and for 22 years led the New
School for Social Research, which is today recognized as the model for
adult education in America. Within the New School, Johnson founded the
University in Exile as a haven for refugee European intellectuals fleeing
Nazi persecution.
06/16/2014 - This law prohibits employers from hiring any employee without obtaining
Enacted
documentation showing the employee's eligibility to work in the United
States. This law also changes mentions of "illegal aliens" to "unauthorized
immigrants."
07/22/2014 - This law establishes a commission to study mental health implementation
Enacted
in New Hampshire, and includes the director of the New Hampshire office
of minority health and refugee affairs as a member of the commission.

Budgets

03/27/2014 - This law established the New Hampshire health protection program and
Enacted
trust funds to pay program costs. It requires individuals participating in the
health insurance premium payment (HIPP) program to provide information
about their residency, citizenship and immigration status.
07/28/2014 - This law requires voters to affirm their citizenship and provide their date
Enacted
and court of naturalization (if applicable) on a written affidavit if they
cannot provide appropriate identification on election day.
06/30/2014 - This law provides for $2.02 million in administration/discretionary funding
Line Item
and $159,000 in educational support funding for migrant education, $3.79
Vetoed
million in alien criminal assistance, $721,000 for alien labor certification,
and over $4.1 million for refugee resettlement.
09/10/2014 - This law amends the unauthorized practice of law to include prohibiting
Enacted
notaries public from falsely representing themselves as attorneys in
advertisements and requiring an explicit disclosure that they are unable to
give legal advice or accept fees for consultation regarding immigration
matters.

Health
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NJ A 2295

04/17/2014 - This law states that only those persons who are United States citizens or Public Benefits
Enacted
eligible aliens shall be eligible for benefits under the Work First New
Jersey program. Single adults or couples without dependent children who
are legal aliens who meet federal requirements and have applied for
citizenship, shall not receive benefits for more than six months unless (1)
they attain citizenship, or (2) they have passed the English language and
civics components for citizenship, and are awaiting final determination of
citizenship by the federal Immigration and Naturalization Service.

NJ S 873

05/27/2014 - This law enables the state registrar to file a new birth certificate for those
Enacted
non-citizen-at-birth adopted persons possessing an IR-3 immigrant visa
(or higher) For non-citizens without a visa, the registrar may file a a
certificate with the annotation "Certificate of Foreign Birth"
08/05/2014 - This resolution designates June as NJ Arts, Culture, History, and Tourism
Enacted
month, celebrates the contributions made by immigrants through Ellis
Island.
06/12/2014 - This resolution commends the DREAM US scholarship fund and urges
Enacted
Congress to enact comprehensive immigration reform.
06/30/2014 - This resolution of the Senate of the New Jersey Legislature designates the
Enacted
month of June 2014 as "Immigrant Heritage Month" in New Jersey to
provide recognition and promotion for the economic, cultural, and societal
contributions that immigrants have made through their knowledge,
traditions, and industry to this State and to the United States of America.

Public Benefits

02/14/2014 - This resolution requests that the chancellor for health sciences at the
Enacted
University of New Mexico convene a task force made up of experts in
health care professions to study the possibilities for creating community
health specialist positions in the state. These positions may be filled by
individuals residing in New Mexico who have professional health care
credentials from another jurisdiction, such as a foreign country, but do not
have licensure or other authorization to apply their health care skills in the
state, also that the task force present its recommendations to the
legislative health and human services committee by November 1, 2014.
02/15/2014 - This resolution recognizes the fifth anniversary of the international district,
Enacted
including the area in the city of Albuquerque centered around Louisiana
between Central and Zuni, comprising the communities of La Mesa,
Trumbull, South San Pedro, Elder Homestead, Fair West and surrounding
areas, as the "International District."
04/11/2014 - This appropriates law guarantees at least $34m in funding to provide for
Line Item
the incarceration and apprehension of undocumented immigrants.
Vetoed
04/11/2014 - This law strips some of the funding that would have assisted immigrant
Line Item
and aslyee populations for services such as case management, EnglishVetoed
as-a-second-language education, job training and placement assistance,
and post-employment services, strips funding for services to the children
of migrant workers.
03/31/2014 - This law enables MAGI eligible aliens lawfully present in the United States
Enacted
with household incomes at or below 133% of the federal poverty line to
receive coverage for basic health care services if such alien would be
ineligible for medical assistance due to his or her immigration status.

Resolutions

NJ SJR 45

NJ SR 61
NJ SR 83

NM HM 12

NM SM 90

NY A 8550

NY S 6353

NY S 6914

NY A 8331
NY A 8974

OH H 483

OK H 2353
OK S 1433

OK S 1538

OK H 3159

OK S 1474

Resolutions

Resolutions
Resolutions

Resolutions

Budgets

Budgets

Health

08/11/2014 Enacted
08/06/2014 Enacted

This criminal procedure law changes the titles of peace officers to reflect Law Enforcement
their immigration and custom officer titles under federal law.
This law amends provisions related to Immigrant Assistance Services in Law Enforcement
NY. This law increases fines imposed upon those who violate laws
regarding immigrant assistance services""such as misrepresentation as
an attorney, requires certain immigrant assistance service providers to be
registered with the department of state, provides definition and
classification of immigrant assistance service fraud, provides for contract
cancellation, requires informational statements that the U.S. government
provides free online forms and information.
06/16/2014 - This law allocates career services funding to those who complete GED for Budgets
Line Item
the first time, maintains spending on English acquisition.
Vetoed
04/25/2014 - This law increases monetary penalties and jail terms for human trafficking. Human Trafficking
Enacted
05/06/2014 - This law mandates that those convicted of human trafficking shall serve
Human Trafficking
Enacted
eighty-five percent (85%) of their sentence before being eligible for parole
consideration or any earned credits. This law also stipulates that consent
of any victim is not an affirmative defence.
05/16/2014 - This law extends the period before which the statute of limitations applies Human Trafficking
Enacted
in cases of human trafficking to 21 years old, emancipation, or whenever a
person becomes reasonably aware that a defendant profited from illegal
trafficking. This law also clarifies the differences between minor victims
and adult victims, establishes guidelines for civil suits.
04/25/2014 - This law mandates that any individual convicted of a felony or subject to
Law Enforcement
Enacted
sex offender registration submit to DNA collection, including unauthorized
immigrants.
05/13/2014 - This law requires prospective peace officers to provide proof of US
Law Enforcement
Enacted
citizenship or resident alien status pursuant to an employment eligibility
verification form.
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OR H 4109

PA H 278

PA H 2328

PA S 75

PA HR 931

PA HR 671
PA HR 687
PA HR 736
PA HR 779

PA SR 313
PA SR 333

PA SR 352

RI H 8371

RI S 3125

RI S 2820
RI H 7707
RI S 2405

RI S 2736
RI S 2776

RI S 2777

RI S 3124

RI S 3144

04/01/2014 - This law appropriates the amount of $60,000 to the Oregon Health
Enacted
Authority to commission an independent study of the feasibility of
operating a basic health program in Oregon. The study will include
estimates of individuals eligible to enroll in the basic health program,
including legal resident aliens who are barred participation in the medical
assistance program for five years.
07/10/2014 - This law requires compliance with federal law related to immigrant
Line Item
eligibility and verification (8 U.S.C. Section 1611, 1612 and 1642). This
Vetoed
law also allows for a restricted receipt account for emergency immigration
education assistance.
07/10/2014 - This appropriations law provides funding for alien inmates, refugee
Line Item
programs, migrant education, and English classes for immigrant students.
Vetoed
07/02/2014 - This law clarifies and reenacts provisions of human trafficking law,
Enacted
including providing resources about obtaining or maintaining legal
immigration status, certifying cooperation and enabling victims to obtain a
special immigrant visa and access federal benefits.
06/29/2014 - This House of Representatives resolution honors the United States Coast
Enacted
Guard on the occasion of its 214th anniversary and cites its
accomplishments, including search and rescue and interdiction of
undocumented migrants.
03/10/2014 - This resolution designates March 2014 as Irish American Heritage Month.
Enacted
03/11/2014 - This resolution designates the month of March 2014 as Hibernian Heritage
Enacted
Month.
04/29/2014 - This resolution designates the month of May 2014 as Asian-Pacific
Enacted
American Heritage Month.
04/28/2014 - This resolution recognizes April 26, 2014, as "Pretzel Day" in
Enacted
Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania is known as the Snack Food Capital of the
World, with pretzel bakeries providing about 80% of America's supply.
The tradition of pretzel-baking was brought to Pennsylvania by Germanspeaking immigrants.
03/12/2014 - This law designates March 2014 as Irish American Heritage Month.
Enacted
04/01/2014 - This resolution commemorates the 50th anniversary of the incorporation
Enacted
of the Borough of Seven Springs in Somerset and Fayette Counties.
Seven Springs, the highest borough in Pennsylvania at 2530 feet, attracts
more than 1 million visitors annually and was founded by a German
immigrant.
04/09/2014 - This resolution recognizes April 6 through 12, 2014, as "Crime Victims'
Enacted
Rights Week" in Pennsylvania. The victim assistance community faces
new challenges to reach and serve all victims, including victims of newly
recognized crimes, such as domestic sex trafficking of minors and
cybercrime, and victims who have not always trusted the criminal justice
system, including immigrant victims, urban youth and victims who are
lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender.
07/08/2014 - This law renames a human resource investment council as the
Enacted
Governor's Workforce Board of Rhode Island to create a strategic
statewide employment and training plan. The general assembly
recognizes the need to stimulate long-term economic development,
reconcile the needs of parents, work, and families, better integrate
immigrants and minorities fully into the workforce, and improve workers'
educational preparation and skills.
06/19/2014 - This law creates a special senate task force to study the evaluation and
Enacted
certification of foreign-trained professionals. The task force shall report its
findings and recommendations to the Senate on or before March 4, 2015.

Health

06/03/2014 Enacted
02/27/2014 Enacted
02/27/2014 Enacted

Law Enforcement

This law maintains affirmative defence to prostitution if acts are committed
due to coercion from withholding an immigration document.
This resolution commemorates the 170th anniversary of Dominican
Republic Independence on February 27, 2014.
This resolution commemorates the 170th Anniversary of Dominican
Republic Independence on February 27, 2014, and proudly recognizes the
significant contributions that Dominicans have made to the State of Rhode
Island and the United States.
03/06/2014 - This resolution recognizes March 8th, 2014, as International Women's
Enacted
Day in the State of Rhode Island.
03/19/2014 - This resolution commemorates the celebration of the Feast of St. Joseph
Enacted
and the principles his life celebrates. Italian immigrants to Rhode Island
helped form the cultural foundation of our state and today they sing the
praises of Saint Joseph as songs of inclusion, of strength tempered by
faith, of sacrifice for family, and of the glorious gift of honest labor.
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03/19/2014 - This resolution commemorates the celebration of the Feast of St. Patrick, Resolutions
Enacted
the Patron Saint of Ireland. Irish immigrants to Rhode Island helped form
the cultural foundation of our state, and Rhode Islanders of Irish lineage
today proudly sing of their roots.
06/19/2014 - This resolution requests that the US Congress strongly support a peaceful Resolutions
Enacted
unification of Ireland using all possible diplomatic means. Special
acknowledgment is given to the contributions of Irish immigrants to Rhode
Island.
06/21/2014 - The Senate of the State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations
Resolutions
Enacted
honors Senator Dawson Hodgson as he concludes his service in the
Rhode Island General Assembly, including his support for Education
Reform, Government Management Ethics, Tax Policy, and Immigration.
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SC H 4701

06/11/2014 - This appropriations law continues to fund a hotline to report violations of
Budgets
Line Item
federal immigration law, continues to require that $250,000 be transferred
Vetoed
from carryover funds to enforce the SC Illegal Immigration Reform Act

SC S 19

04/07/2014 - This law, relating to conditions of release on bond, allows a court to
Enacted
consider the nature and circumstances of an offense charges and, among
other things, whether a person is an alien unlawfully present in the United
States, and poses a substantial flight risk due to this status.
06/02/2014 - This law establishes that in order to be commissioned as a notary,
Enacted
applicants must read and write English and be registered voters. Notaries
are prohibited from giving advice on legal matters, including immigration
counselling, and must display signs in English and any other languages
they advertise in to inform clients they are unable to provide legal
services.
03/14/2014 - This law revises electronic driver's license renewal requirements to allow
Enacted
aliens with permanent resident status to apply for a replacement or
updated license or identification card by mail or electronic means.
03/11/2014 - This resolution commends Mabel Dubbelde Heinemann on her 100th
Enacted
birthday. Her father immigrated to the United States when he was sixteen
from the Netherlands, so Mabel is a first generation American.
01/29/2014 - This resolution celebrates and honors Tabor's Annual Czech Days
Enacted
Festivities on the occasion of its sixty-fifth anniversary on June 19, 20, and
21, 2014.
04/22/2014 - This law states that a student will be classified as a state resident and
Enacted
charged in-state tuition if the student is a citizen of the United States, has
resided in Tennessee for at least one year immediately prior to admission
and has graduated from a Tennessee public secondary school, graduated
from a private secondary school that is located in this state, or earned a
Tennessee high school equivalency diploma.
04/03/2014 - This resolution urges the Tennessee Congressional delegation to
Enacted
influence the Department of Justice to ensure that the Romeike family is
granted asylum and given a potential path of American citizenship. The
Romeike family arrived in the United States from Germany in 2008. They
face fines, imprisonment, and the seizure of their children due to their
decision to home school their six children based on a Christian curriculum
in Germany, where home schooling is a violation of national law.

Law Enforcement

02/10/2014 - This resolution honors and congratulates Frank Perry Ozburn, owner of
Enacted
the Ozburn Hollow Farm, A Tennessee Century Farm, for his and his
family's dedication to agriculture. The farm was founded in 1806 by Robert
Ozburn and his wife, Jane Wylie Ozburn, the son of Scotch-Irish
immigrants.
04/15/2014 - This resolution celebrates the "illustrious tenure" of the "Renaissance
Enacted
man" Representative Joe Carr, whose leadership "resulted in Tennessee
enacting the toughest illegal immigration laws in the country."
04/28/2014 - This joint resolution honors Representative Eric Watson for his meritorious
Enacted
service to Tennessee as a member of the House of Representatives and
commends him for his countless contributions and many good works in
service to the citizens of the 22nd House District, including his service on
the Tennessee Criminal Justice Coordinating Council and the Task Force
on Immigration and Citizenship.
05/14/2014 - This resolution commends Oskar Recio for exemplary service as a
Enacted
legislative intern. He immigrated from Venezuela with his grandmother at
the age of 9.
04/08/2014 - This resolution recognizes Little Dutch Restaurant on the celebration of its
Enacted
seventy-fifth anniversary. The restaurant was founded by Frank and
Mattie Lorino. After Frank's death, the restaurant fell on hard times and
was taken over by Greek immigrants, George and Tommy Angelos, who
helped restore The Little Dutch to its former glory.
04/01/2014 - This appropriations law sets aside $1,500,000 for refugee assistance. This
Enacted
amount in federal funds appropriated for refugee services in Department
of Workforce Services-Operations and Policy line item is dependent upon
the availability of and qualification for refugee services for Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families federal funds.
04/01/2014 - This law sets state agency fees and internal service fund rates.
Enacted
Immigration consultants, per this law, must pay an initial registration fee of
$200, and sets the license renewal fee at $200.
02/19/2014 - This social services law includes $10,170,000 for services for refugees.
Enacted
03/29/2014 - This law extends the program start date under the Utah Immigration
Enacted
Accountability and Enforcement Act, and dates for the Utah Pilot
Sponsored Resident Immigrant Program Act under which a resident
immigrant may reside, work, and study in Utah. The program may not
permit a resident immigrant to travel outside of the state except under
certain circumstances.
03/31/2014 - This law requires the Bureau of Criminal Identification to check criminal
Enacted
records databases for information regarding driving privilege card
applicants or cardholders and maintain a separate file of fingerprints for
driving privilege applicants and cardholders and inform the federal
Immigration and Customs Enforcement Agency of the United States
Department of Homeland Security or law enforcement agencies when new
entries are made in accordance with the requirements of Section 53-3205.5.

Resolutions

SC S 356

SD S 186

SD HC 1043

SD SC 1

TN S 2115

TN HJR 582

TN HJR 608

TN HJR 896

TN HJR 897

TN HJR 1185

TN SJR 705

UT H 2

UT H 8

UT S 8
UT S 203

UT H 134
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UT H 331

UT H 75

UT S 95

UT H 321

UT SJR 20

VA H 5001a
VA H 5002a
VA H 630

VA H 492

VA S 503

VA S 641

VA S 281

03/31/2014 - This law modifies identification cards and requires evidence that the
Enacted
applicant is a U.S. citizen, a U.S. national, a legal permanent resident
alien, or show unexpired immigrant or nonimmigrant visa status for
admission into the United States, pending or approved application for
asylum in the United States, admission into the United States as a
refugee, pending or approved application for temporary protected status in
the United States, approved deferred action status, pending application for
adjustment of status to legal permanent resident or conditional resident, or
conditional permanent resident alien status.
04/01/2014 - This law exempts nonviolent felons from the categories of restricted
Enacted
persons who are prohibited from possessing a dangerous weapon.
Category 1 of restricted persons includes aliens who are illegally or
unlawfully present in the United States.
03/29/2014 - This law repeals section 63G-13-203 of the Utah Code, Collaboration on
Enacted
integration of immigrants. The collaboration urged the Utah Commission
on Immigration and Migration to work with federal, state, and local
governments to facilitate integration of immigrants in the state.
03/31/2014 - This law provides that the Department of Workforce Services may make
Enacted
rules to provide for the administration of refugee services beyond the time
period funded by the federal government, including provisions for English
language training, addressing emergency needs, and services for victims
of domestic violence.
03/13/2014 - This resolution mandates that the Legislative Management Committee
Enacted
study whether to transfer from the Office of the Attorney General to the
Department of Public Safety the management of the multiagency strike
force created to combat violent and other major felony crimes associated
with illegal immigration and human trafficking and to investigate fraudulent
document crimes.
04/01/2014 - This budget law funds community and migrant health centers and the
Enacted
State Criminal Alien Assistance Program.
06/23/2014 - This appropriations law funds SNAP outreach to eligible immigrants and
Enacted
the State Criminal Alien Assistance Program.
03/07/2014 - This law defines 'employee' as every person, including aliens and minors,
Enacted
in the service of another under any contract of hire or apprenticeship,
written or implied, lawfully or unlawfully employed. It states all employees
are eligible to file for Virginia Workers' Compensation. It eliminates the
ability to file documents or materials with the Virginia Workers'
Compensation Commission by telegraph, permits the filing of documents
and materials only by means of electronic transmission approved by the
Commission.
04/23/2014 - This law prohibits a notary public from offering or providing legal advice to
Enacted
any person in immigration matters or representing any person in
immigration proceedings unless such notary public is an attorney or a
federally accredited representative, requires notaries to include in any nonEnglish advertising a statement that the notary is not licensed to practice
law and has no authority to give advice on immigration or other legal
matters.
04/03/2014 - This law prohibits notary publics from offering or providing legal advice on
Enacted
immigration matters representing anyone in immigration proceedings
unless otherwise authorized as an attorney or a federally accredited
representative. It prohibits notary publics from advertising the title of
"notario," "notario public," or "licenciado," or a term in a language other
than English that indicates that the notary is authorized to provide legal
advice or practice law. Violations will be met with civil penalties not
exceeding $500 for a first violation and $1,000 for a second or subsequent
violation. The Secretary may revoke the commission of any notary who
fails to exercise the powers or perform the duties of a notary public in
accordance with this title.
04/04/2014 - This law exempts certain correctional facilities from reporting citizenship
Enacted
status of prisoners to the Central Criminal Records Exchange if it is
apparent that a report on the alien status has previously been made to the
Exchange.
04/04/2014 - This law states that the State Registrar of Vital Records will establish and
Enacted
register a new birth certificate for persons born in a foreign country once
provided with proof of adoption, legitimation or determination of paternity.

VA HJR 348

03/05/2014 - The General Assembly notes with great sadness the loss of Bassam
Enacted
Khalil Abdallah of Centreville, a devoted husband and father who
immigrated to this country from Lebanon when he was a young man and
became a proud citizen of the United States
VA HJR 5050a 06/12/2014 - This resolution commends the Family Counseling Center of Greater
Enacted
Washington for its service to the community on the occasion of its 40th
anniversary and for helping Asian Americans and recent immigrants
overcome linguistic and cultural challenges and become active, welladjusted members of their communities.
VA HJR 5063a 06/12/2014 - This resolution commemorates Gracelia Joy R. Helring for her more than
Enacted
70 years of diligent community service and leadership, including her
service as an immigration lawyer for 30 years.
VA HJR 5074a 06/12/2014 - The General Assembly commends Business Development Assistance
Enacted
Group, Inc., for more than 20 years of service to the community and
recognizes its work to provide new opportunities for immigrants and
minorities and enhance the local, state, and national economies.
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VA HJR 5119a 06/12/2014 - This resolution commend Robin Stern Hamby for three decades of service Resolutions
Enacted
to the youths of Fairfax County and the Commonwealth. Under Robin
Hamby's able leadership, the Immigrant Family Reunification Program
offers training for school staff and service providers and workshops for
parents and is developing parent-led support groups.
VA HR 509a
04/08/2014 - This resolution commends the Korean Community Service Center of
Resolutions
Enacted
Greater Washington on the occasion of its 40th anniversary. The Center's
mission is to improve the quality of life for the growing Asian American
population in the metropolitan Washington, D.C., area and help new
immigrants become active, well-adjusted members of their communities.
VA S 315

WA S 6002

WA S 6129

03/31/2014 - This law amends the Code of Virginia to require the State Board of
Voting
Enacted
Elections to delete from its record of registered voters the names of voters
who are known not to be U.S. citizens by reason of reports from the
Department of Motor Vehicles, or from information received from the
Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements Program (SAVE Program).
The State Board shall apply to participate in the SAVE Program operated
by the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services of the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security for the purposes of verifying that voters in the voter
registration system are U.S. citizens.
04/04/2014 - This law appropriates $50,000 of the general fund, for both fiscal years
Budgets
Line Item
2014 and 2015, solely for the immigration consequences advisement
Vetoed
program at the Washington defenders association.
03/28/2014 - This law relates to paraeducator development and states that the
Education
Line Item
professional educator standards board shall convene a work group to
Vetoed
design employment standards for paraeducators, and that the work group
must include representatives from, among other groups, communitybased organizations representing immigrant and refugee communities. It
appropriates funds for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2015 for the work
group from the general fund to the professional educator standards board.

WA S 6523

02/26/2014 - This law, also known as the Real Hope Act, expands higher education
Education
Enacted
opportunities like state need grants to individuals who have been granted
deferred action for childhood arrival status, who have completed the full
senior year of high school and obtained a high school diploma or an
equivalent, who have lived in Washington state for at least 3 years
immediately before receiving the diploma or its equivalent, and have
continued to live in the state of Washington until admitted to an eligible
institute of higher education. The law also appropriates funds for student
financial aid payments under the state need grant program. (DREAM Act)

WA S 6339

03/19/2014 - The law deems a person guilty of coercion of involuntary servitude if he or
Enacted
she coerces another person to perform labor by withholding or threatening
to withhold or destroy documents relating to a person's immigrant status
or threatening to notify law enforcements officials that a person is present
in the United States in violation of immigration laws. The law states that
coercion does not include reports to law enforcement that a person is
present in the US in violation of federal immigration laws. It provides
coercion of involuntary servitude as a class C felony.
04/01/2014 - The Wisconsin legislature proclaims the weekend of May 16, 17, and 18,
Enacted
2014, Syttende Mai Weekend in the state of Wisconsin, and declares that
all citizens of this state are honorary Norwegians for that weekend and are
urged to observe the Syttende Mai Weekend with appropriate
celebrations.
03/26/2014 - This law amends procedures relating to the issuing a concealed weapon
Enacted
license. It states that an applicant, if not a citizen of the United States,
provide the following information: country of citizenship and/or the alien or
admission number issued by the United States Bureau of Immigration and
Customs Enforcement.
03/03/2014 - This law modifies benefit eligibility requirements, lists that legal aliens
Enacted
qualify for benefits if they: are domiciled in Wyoming on the date of the
application for a benefit, they make no claim of residency in any other
state, territory or country for any other purpose at the time of application
for a benefit or at any time during receipt of a benefit, maintain his domicile
in Wyoming at the time of receipt of the benefit, provide to the board a
copy of current Wyoming driver's license, or other ID satisfactory to
establish identity as specified in board rule.

WI AJR 116

WV H 4186

WY S 50
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